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books. Meanwhile, late Ottomanists have devoted
increasing attention to the role of science, tech‐
nology,

and

medicine

in

nineteenth-century

projects of social and political reform. But nearly
all of this historical revision has transpired in the
pages of monographs and scholarly articles. Miss‐
ing is the kind of synthetic analysis, legible to non‐
specialists, that would assemble the work of di‐
verse research projects into a new narrative of Ot‐
toman science.

A four-part thematic structure organizes the
book’s sprawling subject matter in ways that
should be thought-provoking to scholars and help‐
ful to students. Chapter 1, “Framing ‘Knowledge,’”
surveys the sources of knowledge that Ottomans
drew upon to ask and answer questions about
their world, as well as the terms and categories
that they used to describe this knowledge. The
second chapter, “Where and How Does Learning
Take Place,” emphasizes the medrese (school), but
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The second half of the book turns to topics
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distinction that readers could miss too easily.) The
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danger is that students, among other readers, may

cal demands and institutions.

fall back on a sense of all things “Ottoman” as be‐
longing to a vaguely defined, unchanging period

This thematic structure has the analytical

of premodern time—which is surely not the au‐

benefit of situating Ottoman knowledge in its so‐

thor’s intention.

cial contexts, and of highlighting the connections
among different areas of study. It also has peda‐

The book’s thematization also does not ad‐

gogical advantages. Instructors in history of sci‐

vance a strong argument that would situate Ot‐

ence and medicine courses, for example, may be

toman history with respect to other histories of

able to assign sections from Science among the Ot‐

science in global or “non-Western” context. While

tomans without having to provide much addition‐

Shefer-Mossensohn offers the concept of “gener‐

al reading on Ottoman society, since the book of‐

ics” as a way of understanding Ottoman ingenuity,

fers a reasonably detailed introduction to the lan‐

the book does little to elaborate on the utility of

guages, institutions, and social networks that con‐

the term. In medicine, as Jeremy Greene has re‐

nected Ottoman scholars, bureaucrats, and rulers.

cently shown, the making of generics raises signif‐

Moreover, because the book’s themes echo ap‐

icant questions about the production of equiva‐

proaches that have long been prevalent among

lence. An engagement with such extant literature

historians of science—attending to language,
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space, circulation, and translation—any of the

of the term throughout the book, might indeed

book’s chapters could easily be read alongside

have yielded fresh ways of thinking about the Ot‐

studies of science in a variety of early modern

tomans’ place within networks of material circu‐

contexts, from England to China.

lation and technical know-how. As the book
stands, however, its most persuasive argument is

In addition to these strengths, the thematic

“that Ottoman society and culture were a fertile

structure of Science among the Ottomans contains

ground for diverse scientific activity” (p. viii). This

a few notable weaknesses. Foremost among the

is a point worth making, especially in survey

latter is the absence of a clear and consistent nar‐

courses, but it does little to position Ottoman his‐

rative of change over time. To be sure, each chap‐

tory within current conversations about science

ter remarks on the relationship between Ottoman
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and empire, early modernity, or the origins of

however, in a way that is not always calibrated to

globalization.

support the book’s key arguments.

The other distinctive feature of Science

Science among the Ottomans opens an impor‐

among the Ottomans, also perhaps originating in

tant conversation. The book’s thematic structure

the work’s pedigree as a textbook, is the clarity of

seems likely to make it a productive interlocutor

the author’s prose. Shefer-Mossensohn consistent‐

for future efforts at synthesis in the field. Students

ly avoids the emphasis on technical development

will benefit from the book’s accessible summary

that long characterized the literature on science

of a range of recent scholarship, while scholars

in Islamic contexts, limiting its readership to spe‐

from other fields (including those preparing lec‐

cialists. The book gains readability, too, from a re‐

tures) will be grateful for the book’s extensive

freshingly broad construal of “science”: some of

footnotes and strong bibliography, which serve as

the most intriguing sections deal with subjects

an effective guide to more-specialized studies.

like gardening, even as traditional heavyweights
like astronomy and medicine receive their due.
The book will doubtless leave readers with a
sense of Ottomans as having been actively en‐
gaged in a variety of ways of making and using
knowledge.
At times, however, the lack of technical detail
may leave readers with little sense of how Ot‐
tomans thought the world worked, and hence, un‐
able to appreciate the significance of the argu‐
ments that Shefer-Mossensohn recapitulates. As a
case in point, the section on Ottoman interest in
Paracelsus notes that iatrochemistry differed
from humoral medicine—but what the humoral
understanding entailed, as a way of situating the
body within a larger cosmography, authorizing
specific habits and interventions, is not explained.
To give a narrower, but equally illustrative, exam‐
ple: Shefer-Mossensohn writes that the “doublefaced” nature of Hamidian clock towers, which
showed both alafranga and alaturka time, dis‐
played the state’s “attempt to calibrate interaction
with the outer world while holding on to indige‐
nous traditions” (p. 149). This is an elegant synop‐
sis of recent work on Ottoman temporality, but
without an explanation of how alaturka time dif‐
fered from alafranga, it seems declarative rather
than persuasive. The problem is not that the book
lacks detail. Biographical sketches and intriguing
anecdotes abound. The level of detail fluctuates,
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